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CRIME .

Magic

GRAND
THEFT

•

•

Aman is facing a
sentence of one-and-a-halfmonths after
admitting he stole 93 pounds of
women's undergarments. Garth Flaherty,
24. was charged with first-degree theft
and burglary in the stealing of 1,613
pairs of panties, bras and other women's
underwearfrom laundry rooms.

SILENT
BUT
•
ASwedish university has received
$590,000 in research funds to measure

the greenhouse gases released when
· cows belch.About20cowswill
participate in the project run by the
Swedish University for Agricultural
Sciences in Uppsala.Cattle release
methane,a greenhouse gas,when they
digest their food.
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FLORIDA'S BLOOD
CENTERS HOLD BLOOD
DRIVE ON UCF CAMPUS
•
•
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Florida's Blood Centers will have its
blood mobile in front of the Student
Union today from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Each donation will save three lives in
the Central Florida area.Those who
donate will receive a free T-shirt.
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Cheaper tickets
will be offered

Hitt named 3rd most powerful
person·in Central Florida

LEAH GRICE
Contributing Writer

KIMBERLY HERNDON

President Hitt pulls a sword from the
Bright House Networks Stadium field at
the opening, Sept.15.

Contributing Writer

UCF President John Hitt is the
third most powerful person in Central Florida, according to an article in
the Orlando Sentinel.
A list of 25 of the most powerful
Central Floridians is compiled each
year by Orlando Sentinel columnist
Scott Maxwell. The list includes mayors, politicians, company presidents,
executives and CEOs. Maxwell
chooses a panel of influential and
·diverse leaders from the community
who anonymously choose 25 people they
think make a difference.
"It's who they believe carry the ability to get
things done," Maxwell said
The list, which began in 2004, is printed at the
end of each year. Some on the panel end up malcing the list, however they are forbidden from voting for themselves. Hitt was not on the panel this
year but has made the list all four years.
Each year, he has been in the top five.
''He's got up there by putting the school on the
map," Maxwell said. ''He continues to stay involved
with everything, especially with the medical
school"
According to Cynthia Sucher, associate vice
president for UCF Community Relations, Orlando
was the largest metropolitan area in the country
without a medical school
·
Now, with classes slated to begin in fall 2009,
the impact of the College of Medicine on the Central Florida community is very real.
The medical college will produce more physicians that will help curb the doctor shortage in
Florida. According to literature from the College of
PLEASE SEE
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Military research funding controversial

ATTACKS OUTSIDE IRAQI
SCHOOL, KILLING 1
Asuicide bomber pushing an electric
heater on top of a cart packed with
explosives attacked a high school
north of Baghdad on Tuesday, killing a
bystander and injuring 21 people mainly youngsters and teache~.
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Contributing Writer

The Orlando Magic are
inviting all UCF students, staff
and faculty to join the players
for a night at the Amway
Arena with a special discounted tickets offer.
Created to help the college
community jump into the
excitement of the season,
the offer enables
UCF students,
staff and facul\(.'I,..'\.
ty to purchase
~
an wilimit•• ~
4A.;.
edmnn~
: ~
ber of
~
tickets
••. ~>
for
~
games
on Feb.
2, March
4 and 25
and April I M~gic Games
9. With a [See inside for a list of
valid
upcoming Orlando
U CF e- Magic Games.
mail
ONA9J
address,
-. - -students and staff can purchase the tickets on the
Magic's Web site. The promotion provides a discount of up
to $10, with one lower bowl
option for $55 and two upper
bowl options for $30 or $20.
"The Magic are interested
in forming more partnerships
with universities," Kelly
Sparks from the Office of Student Involvement said "They
are looking to bring people out
to the Magic games."
Sparks worked with the
Magic's Special Events Coordinator, Audrey Rodriguez, to
initially create and develop the
idea.
•
"I didn't see anything in the
m arketplace that allowed students to come out to games,"
Rodriguez said
As an alumna, she said she
wanted to create an alternative
for students to go out and do
something
different.
Rodriguez said she believed it
was essential for students to
hav~ options outside of going
to bars and drinking.
Sparks also .said she
thought there was a special
group of students who would
take advantage of the special
offer.
"I personally get contacted
a lot by students who want to

~1

of fellowships.
deal with any specific types and appointed personnel of
This latest donatfon will of training, just the effects of the businesses, which include
be used, as the name indi- training and ways to make Ron Abbott of Lockheed
AT&T's donation to UCF's cates, for modeling and simu- training more effective."
Martin Missiles & Fire ConInstitute for Simulation . and lation
research.
Such
UCF, along with the trol, R. Kent Buchanan of
Training fuels not only tech- ·research will be utilized by University of Florida and the · Harris Corporation and Cpt.
Battling to stay competitive after his
nology used by the military the military to better train University of South Florida, is Steve Burris of Naval Air
weekend loss in South Carolina, former
. but an ongoing debate among troops.
·a Florida High Tech Corridor Warfare Center Training SysArkansas Gov. Mike Huckabee is taking
students about the value of
"The research that we're Council (FHTCC) partner. tems Division.
new steps to save money, including no
military research on campus. involved in, the Institute for These universities, along
IST was founded in 1982
longer scheduling planes and buses
IST received a $50,000 Simulation and Training, is with 14 community colleges and employs about 100 perfor journalists trying to cover his
AT&T Modeling and Simula- basically to help learn ways and 20 businesses, are collab- manent researchers and suppresidential campaign.
tion Award to be used for mil- for soldiers or war fighters to orating in order to foster port staff. Situated in the Cenitary research. So far, the train better, to train more high-tech industries within tral Floric,la Research Park,
- - - - - - - -·
company has donated a total effectively," said Randall the 23 counties that make up IST covers more than 70,000
of $150,000. In April, the Williams, assistant director theFHTCC.
. square feet, with 25,000
.NATION & WORLD, A4
funds will be dispersed to for IST Information and PubCouncil members are the
1 graduate students in the form lic Services. "We don't really presidents of each university
SUICIDE BOMBER
PLEASE SEE VALUE ON A8

GOP PRESIDENTIAL
CANDIDATE MIKE
HUCKABEE TRIMS COSTS
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Air Force ROTC employee
awarded for 20 years of
service - SEE NEWS, A2

UCF moves to 3-0 in Conference USA
with a win over ECU -SEESPORTS,A10

•

•

Sky-high honor

PLEASE SEE
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UCF program ranks 9th for scholarly productivity
SHAWN GAGE
Contributing Writer

A recent study ranked the
University of Central Florida's
Texts and Technology program in the top 10 in the nation
for faculty scholarly productivity for doctoral programs.
Academics Analytics, a privately owned company that
provides universities with data
on annual faculty productivity,
put UCF in the ninth spot in
the General Humanities category, making it the only Florida
university in the top 10.

"It's very exciting and · were recorded
deserving, too," said Russell
The T&T program has 13
Carpenter, graduate student in full-time faculty members, the
the T&T program. "The pro- lowest total in the top 10. Stugram has great faculty. They dents refer to them as the "core
create an awareness and pro- group;' but since it is an intervide support outside the class- disciplinary program, students
room as well as resources."
have classes with professors
The rankings measured from other departments.
such particulars as the number
T&T associate professor
of books, journal publications, James Campbell described the
citations and grants, including program as an English departthe value of the grants, per fac- ment of the future.
ulty member.
'We analyze the book," he
For this count, UCF aver- said 'We analyze the printing
aged one book per faculty
member; though no grants
PLEASE SEE FACULTY ON A8

The Faculty Scholarly Productivity Index™(FSP Index) is a
method for evaluating doctoral programs at Research Universities
(across all Carnegie research classifications), based on a set of statistical algorithms developed by Lawrence Martin, Ph.D., and
Anthony Olejniczak, Ph.D. The FSP Index measures the annual' productivity of faculty on several factors including:
Publications (books and journal articles)
Citations ofjournal publications
Federal Research Funding
Awards an.d Honors
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Air Force ROTC honors its civili n

News and notices for
the UCF community

Blood drive held on UCF campus
Florida's Blood Centers will
have their blood mobile in front
of the Student Union today and
tomorrow from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Each donation will save three
lives in the Central Florida area
Those who donate blood
will receive a free T-shirt, juice
and a cookie. For more information, contact bmiller@floridabloodcenters.org.

Employment prep fair begins today
Career Services will host an
employment prep conference
today from noon to 4:30 p.m. in
the Student Union's Pegasus
Ballroom. The fair will help students prepare for their next
career fair or job interview.
The event is open to all UCF
students and business attire is
suggested.

VUCF holds domestic violence class
Volunteer UCF will be holding a class to help fight domestic violence. The class will be
Thursday from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
in the Teaching Academy.
The class will feature
Stephen Nordlinger's Escape
Program and will teach participants self-defense moves. For
more information, contact
vucf_domestic@mail.ucf.edu.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

GOP Presidential candidate
Mike Huckabee trims costs
ORLANDO - Battling to
stay competitive after his weekend loss in South Carolina, former Arkansas Gov. Mike Huckabee is taking new steps to save
money, including no longer
scheduling planes and buses for
journalists trying to cover his
presidential campaign.
Huckabee said he will continue to campaign in Florida on
a shoestring budget, but added
that he may pull out of the state
before its Jan. 29 Republican
primary if his prospects look
dim.
"I don't want to abandon
Florida yet," Huckabee told
reporters Monday on a latenight flight from Orlando to
Atlanta, where he planned to
campaign Tuesday. ''We have
not come to the conclusion that
Florida is out of play."
He said his campaign will
evaluate the Florida situation
day by day. Meanwhile, he said,
he will fmd time to campaign in
several other southern states
holding primaries on Feb. 5.
''We really need to conserve
as much as we can" for TV and
radio ads in those states, Huckabee said in a 36-minute news
conference at the back of his
press charter. He said he is airing no ads in Florida, one of the
nation's largest and costliest
states for campaigns~

4 teen boys charged as adults
in sexual assaults on 2 girls
BOCA RATON - Four teen
boys accused of sexually
assaulting two teen girls have
been charged as adults.
Two of the boys are 14, while
PLEASE SEE
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LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to editor@centralfloridafuture.com. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Friday for the Monday
edition, 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition, and 5 p.m.
Wednesday for the Friday edition.

•

The Centro/ Florida Future is the independent, studentwritten newspaper at the University of Cennal Aorida.
Opinions in the Future are those of the individual
columnistand not necessarilythose of the editorialstaff or
the University administration. All contem is property of
theCentro/Roridafutweand may not be reprinted in part
or in whole without permission from the publisher.

Contributing Writer

For office manager Marty A Fioramanti, the cadets of the Air Force
ROTC program she encounters almost
every day are the most important part
of her job. Though she is kept very
busy with her secretarial duties, Fioramanti deals with students and their
problems on a daily basis, doing everything from getting their scholarships
sorted to giving advice about relationships.
"You are here for the students," Fioramanti said. "If you are having a bad
day, just tell them to breathe and help
them no matter what."
The ROTC program, or Reserve
Officers' Training Corps, is a collegelevel, officer commissioning curriculum that trains cadets in areas such as
leadership development and professional ethics.
Fioramanti serves as the office manager ofUCF's Air Force ROTC detachment and is a friendly face away from
home for many of the cadets going
through this rigorous process. Also,
she is a jack-of-all-trades for the commanding officers who are employed at
the detachment. The officers know her
as someone who is always dependable,
dedicated and efficient.
This reputation with the cadets and
officers is why Fioramanti was recognized by the military for her hard work
and dedication to her detachment,
which she has served for more than 20
years. Fioramanti was recently awarded the Air Force ROTC's Civilian of the
Quarter Award for the Southeast
region, an extremely prestigious honor
for anyone who works closely with the
military.
This award is presented to a civilian,
or non-military member, who goes
above and beyond the call of duty
every day. Fioramanti was nominated
by the commanding officer of the
ROTC detachment, Col. William G.
Palmby. She was then placed into a
pool of 38 nominees from all over the
region and selected as the recipient by
the ROTC program's Southeast Commander, Col. Jay S. Fitzgerald of
Maxwell Air Force Base in Montgomery, Ala
Fitzgerald was on hand last Friday
to personally present Fioramanti with
the award
Fitzgerald was in;ipressed with Fioramanti's credentials. In her tenure at
UCF, she has managed schedules of
various officers, assisted with scholarship candidate interviews, kept track of
the budget, assisted the commanding
officer with his everyday activities and
even counseled students. In fact, Fioramanti recently worked to get the
ROTC's budget increased for the first
time in 10 years.
Because she is such a great worker
and a wonderful person to talk to,
Fitzgerald dubbed her the "front door"
of the detachment. He said she should
be the welcoming face you see right
when you come in and the last person
you say goodbye to when you leave.
"She is the face of the detachment
when [cadets] come through the door,"
Fitzgerald said.
Though Fioramanti serves as the
office manager, many cadets, like fifthyear aerospace engineering major
Justin Herris, recognize her as the
"mom" of the detachment. Herris said
she is ''usually the one who brings new
kids out of their shell, and they start to
feel more at home when they get to
know Marty."
Herris said she is always good for a
smile, a quality conversation or even .
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Marty A. Fioramanti stands before a board bearing the patches sent to her by former cadets of their detachments.
Fioramanti was given the Civilian of the Quarter award for the Southeast region for her commitment at UCF.
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TODAY IN DETAIL
Today: A20 percent chance showers.
Calm wind becoming west-southwest around 5 mph.
Tonight: A30 percent chance of rain.
East-northeast wind around 5 mph
becoming calm.
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Photo"Editor
just a piece of candy from the jar that day with the same people, but ''this job
she keeps stocked on her desk.
is different," she said.
"That's probably the main reason
She said: "I don't move. They do."
that [former students] visit the detachThough she enjoys meeting new
ment," Herris said. "Not really to see people every three to five years, she
where they went to school; .mostly; just said this is also what makes the job difto see her."
ficult.
For Fioramanti to receive the award,
"Having to say goodbye is the worst
she had to be noticed by a high-ranking · part of the job," she said
officer of the detachment, which in this
Though it is difficult for Fioramanti
case was Palmby. For Palmby, nominat- to say goodbye to the cadets and offiing her was easy. He noted her out- cers she h as watched grow, she makes
standing efforts to bring continuity and sure they keep in touch. As proof of
a friendly atmosphere to the entire Air this,' Fioramanti has countle's s scrapForce ROTC program as the main rea- books with pictures and letters from
son for her nomination.
former cadets who have amassed illus"I couldn't do my job without her," trious careers working anywhere from
he said "She has a lot on her plate. It's hospitals to Air Force One in Iraq.
H er most prized memento, howevtime for her to be recognized."
The officers, who have to be stem er, is the collection of patches diswith the cadets, appreciate her warm p layed on a large board in her office.
Fioramanti has numerous patches, typnature toward the students.
"She has a way of mentoring cadets ically given to military members to sigand pointing out things they might not nify what company or unit they have
be doing...[but she] has a much more served. The board was made for her
soft approach," Palmby said
about three years ago by cadets who
Because she always seems ready to knew she had the patches but nowhere
listen and help anyone who talks to her, to display them.
many of the cadets warm up to her
Because the collection of patches
right away.
comes from all over the world and
'½. room full of cadets will clap for
spans over the course of many years, it
her," Herris said, "even when they are reminds her of all the cadets that she
not supposed to."
once spoke to every day and who have
When prospective cadets pass not forgotten her.
through the detachment, she is known
"They still remember Marty,'' she
for giving them the same welcoming said
smile she so eagerly gives to cadets she
Other mementos and pictures litt~r
has known for years.
her office, and she said she likes it that
"[She] explains the program very way because "that's what memories
·
well before [prospective cadets] talk to are."
officers," Palmby said about her conWhen Fioramanti retire.s. which she
tact with recruits.
said should be some time in summer
Recruitment drives our nation's 2009, she ,said she hopes to assist the
military, so Fioramanti is doing her new employee and possibly train that
part on all levels.
individual.
In the Air Force, it is rather uncom"There is no other job like this on
mon for someone to remain at a post campus," Fioramanti said. "This isn't a
for more.than a few years. When tours job where you cannot be flexible ....
of duty expire, or cadets graduate, after [You] must be flexible with the
three to five years, officers tend to 1;,e cadets."
stationed somewhere else and are
She knows there are very few posiexpected to move rather quickly. Fiora- tions out there similar to hers, and she
manti's length of service is a source of hopes there will be an overlap of
stability in contrast with the transient employees in order to properly train
military life.
the new office manager. Her job takes
"She reached 20 years of serving an extreme amount of knowledge
this attachment," Palmby said. "Not about the detachment and campus as a
unknown, but significant."
whole but also a lot of love and k:jndFor Fioramanti, this is what h as ness - traits that cannot be taught and
made the job more interesting. She might not ever be replaced.
loves staying put while a whole new
Fioramanti said she will miss the
group of cadets sweep in and out. She cadets and officers, and they will miss
gets to meet a whole new crop every her. Cadets and officers alike realize
year, and watching them grow and that people like her do not come
flourish is why she has stayed for so around often.
long.
"I love this job, and I love the
Before this job, she said she would cadets," she said. "I am here for the stu"get bored" doing the same thing every dents. They're just all so cute."
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Permit Regulations:

•

Apermit is required for all motor ·
vehicles parked on campus .
Permits ·MUST be ordered online,
and can be picked up at the South ·
Gar~ge or mailed to your home.

8

•

Daily permits are available. .

Vehicle assistance offered
by Parking Services:

•

• Jumpstart your car
·Calla tow truck
• Inflate tires
• Give directions

..
•

.,

Parking Services Hours: .
Mon-Thurs: 7:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Friday: 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m .
•
•

•
•

How to get your parking permit
.,

..

Order your parking
permit online at
www.parking.ud.edu
(complete instructions
are online)

Pay for your permit
• Avoid the lines. Pay online with Credit Card and
have your permit mailed to you .
• Pay online and opt to pick up your permit:
• Pay with personal check,cash,or Credit Card at
Parking Services Office.

•

•
•

•
-•

•
•
••

.
•

Your permit must be ordered online!
www.parking.ucf.edu
For _info call: (407) 823-5812.
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the others are 16 and 17. Pros- ecutors say each faces a
charge of sexual battery on a
physically incapacitated person. If convicted, they could
be sentenced to as many as 30
years in prison. They are .
being held at the Palm Beach
County jail on bonds ranging
from $40,000 to $75,000.
A defense attorney for one
. of the 14-year-olds calls the
charge "disappointing."
The four boys, another 13year-old and an 18-year-old
are accused of getting the two
girls drunk on New Year's
Day, then assaulting them.
The girls are 13 and 14.
The 18-year-old also faces .
adult sexual battery charges.
He's free after posting a
$100,000 bond

Man charged with kidnap,slaying
of Charlotte County woman
NORTH PORT - A man
suspected of kidnapping and
killing a North Port woman
has been charged with murder.
Prosecutors charged 36year-old Michael Lee King
late Monday. He is accused of
abducting 21-year-old Denise
Amber Lee from her home
last week, killing her with a
single gunshot and burying
her body in a shallow grave.
Police captured King shortly after Lee made a 911 call
from his cell phone. During
the call, the mother of two
could be heard crying and begging her captor to set her free.
Her body was found Saturday after a massive search.
· North Port is south of
Sarasota
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

IDGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Pending bill would double
colleges' reporting burden

•
•

NATION & WORID

When the U.S. Senate's
education committee met
last summer to consider legislation to reauthorize the
Higher Education Act, Sen.
Lamar Alexander brought
along a prop: five plastic
boxes containing all the regulations that various iterations of the bill have created
over the years. Stacked on
top of each other, the black
and blue boxes stood as tall
as the former college president, who is an inch shy of
six feet.
The message to his colleagues was clear: Colleges
and universities are overburdened with federal regulations. If Congress wants
new regulations, it should
do away with some of the
outdated ones first
"These are all very wellmeaning ideas," said Mr.
Alexander, a Tennessee
Republican, "but we need a
countervailing force of
some kind."
His appeal fell on deaf
ears, and the committee
approved a bill containing at
least 152 new reporting
requirements, according to
an analysis by the ~erican
Council on Education. A
companion bill in the U.S.
House of Representatives
contains 189.
The
new
mandates
would force many institutions to hire staff members
to help them comply, costing colleges millions of dollars at a time when Congress
is
press1:1ring
institutions to hold the line
on tuition.
Alexander and college
lobbyists hope they can persuade Congress to eliminate
or scale back some of the
new requirements, but they
know they are fighting an
uphill battle. In Washington,
where no one becomes
famous for repealing laws or
removing rules, all the .
forces add regulation. Once ·
a rule is added to the books,
inertia and interest groups
make it almost impossible to
remove.
"We almost never throw
the trash out," Alexander
said in an interview. "We ·
just bring in another trash
basket and fill it up, too."

- CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION

· You should go.

Travel the world with
college students from
all over the country.
It's fun. It's easy.
·It's affordable. ·
It's time to travel.

ASSOCIATED PRESS

An Iraqi soldier inspects a damaged·classroom in a school in Baqouba Tuesday. One
student was killed and 21 others injured when a suicide bomber targeted the school.

Suicide bomber attacks outside
Iraqi school, killing 1 bystander
BAGHDAD - A suicide
bomber pushing ari electric
heater on top of a cart
packed with explosives
attacked a high school north
of Baghdad on Tuesday,
killing a bystander and injuring 21 people - mainly
youngsters and teachers.
The school attack and
other recent bombings
against funerals and social
gatherings raised the possibility that al-Qaida in Iraq
has shifted tactics to focus
on so-called soft targets and
undermine public confidence that security is
improving in Iraq.
The bombing at a gate in
front of the two-story
schoolhouse came at about
· 8:30 am., half an hour after
classes began.
Mohammed Abbas, 15,
said he was walking outside
his classroom after finishing
a test when he heard a big
boom.
The blast, which left a
crater in the road, killed a 25year-old man and injured 12
students, eight teachers and
one policeman, a doctor at
Baqouba General Hospital
said.
A police officer said the
school appeared to be the
target because the attacker
blew himself up at the gate.
The school is more than 30
yards from the back gate of
the provincial governor's
office in Baqouba, 35 miles
northeast of Baghdad.
Both the officer and the
doctor spoke on condition of
anonymity because they
feared reprisals.
Baqouba is the turbulent
capital of Diyala province,
which has defied a nationwide trend toward lower
violence over the past six
months.
One reason for the continued bloodshed in Diyala .
is that al-Qaida in Iraq fighters fled there after Sunni
insurgents and clan mem. bers joined with American
troops to oust them from
much ofBaghdad and Anbar
province to the west.

Israel ships fuel, cookin.9 gas to

Stocks dive on worries of U.S.
recession; interest rates cut
NEW YORK - Wall
Street struggled to steady
itself Tuesday, climbing
back from an early plunge
after the Federal Reserve
cut interest rates to restore
stability to a faltering U.S.
economy. The Dow Jones
industrials, down 465
points at the start of the session, recovered to a loss of
about 200 points
The U.S. markets joined
a global selloff amid growing fears that a U.S. recession could send.economies
around the world into a
downturn. Though stocks ·
regained · ground
as
investors digested the Fed's
move to cut the key interest
rate by 0.75 percentage
point and bargain-hunters
entered the market, trading
remained volatile and the
major indexes fluctuated
sharply, at times approach1ng the break-even point
before heading down again.
Analrsts saw little, if any,
optimism driving the market.
Tuesday's drop followed
steep losses on Wall Street in
the past few months as
investors took in a stream of
weak economic .data and
reports that financial firms
had lost billions of dollars
due to the housing and
mortgage crisis. With the
housing and credit markets
unlikely to turn around
soon, and more disappointing economic news expected, investors were likely to
.keep. shying away from
stocks.
Boockvar said that for
the market to truly gain a
foothold, investors need to
see strong earnings reports
and economic data in the
coming weeks.
U.S. bonds were mixed,
with investors seeking .safer
investments as stocks
declined. The price of oil,
meanwhile, fell amid expectations that a downturn
would depress demand for
energy.
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6 foreign ministers expected to
agree on UN resolution on Iran

PARIS - The U.N. Security Council's five permaNAHAL OZ CROSSING, nent members and Germany
Gaza Strip - Israel deliv- are expected to agree Tuesered fuel for Gaza's power day on a new resolution to
plant on Tuesday, partially pressure Iran over its
lifting a blockade it had nuclear program, a French
imposed last week in diplomat said But a U.S. offiresponse to a sharp increase cial said diffe,rences over the
in rocket attacks by Palestin- issue remain.
ian militants.
The senior French diploIsraeli tanker trucks mat, who briefed rel?orters
parked at the Nahal Oz Monday on condition that
crossing on the Gaza border he not be identified by
were
pumping
nearly name, said an agreement
185,000 gallons of fuel into was very close and should
the territory, enough to pro- be finalized by the six
vide electricity to Gaza City nation's foreign ministers
for two days.
at a meeting in Berlin, GerOther trucks were deliv- many.
ering cooking gas, and a
However, others were
shipment of medicine was more cautious about what
planned for later in the day.
the talks could produce.
In all, Israel promised Momentum for a third resthree fuel deliveries over olution has slowed since a
three days, for a total of U.S. intelligence assess·580,000 gallons, enough to ment last month indicated
keep the power plant run- Tehran had stopped active
ning for a week, said Kanan work on a nuclear weapons
Obeid, head of Gaza's ene: - program in 2003.
gy authority. Israel sealed off , A senior U.S. official
Gaza on Thursday, halting said Monday that the six
fuel shipments.
nations .had made some
Three days later, Gaza's progress in negotiating a
only power , plant, which new resolution in a flurry
provides electricity to about of weekend conference
one-third of Gaza's 1.5 mil- calls but that "substantial"
lion residents, shut down. differences still existed.
Other areas of Gaza are supThe official, speaking on
plied directly by Israel and condition of anonymity
Egypt, and continued to due to the sensitivity of the
receive service. ·
ongoing
talks,
told
On Monday, after Gaza's reporters it was not clear if
Hamas. government and aid agreement
could
be
agencies warned of an reached at Tuesday's meet-.
impending humanitarian ing.
crisis, Israel decided to ease
the blockade. ·

Gaza, partially lifting blockade
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Seminar brings nation's brains
KEITH SPENCER
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Staff Writer

Scientists and brain
experts from around the
world will gather Jan. 25
through 27 to discuss the lat.:.
est research and medical
advancements.
The Second International Brain Conference at the
Rosen College of Hospitality Management is being
organized by UCF School of
Biomedical Sciences professor Dr. Kiminobu Sugaya It
will focus on the latest
research and treatment
techniques for brain injuries
and genetic defects.
"This conference's main
focus is Alzheimer's, and
not just Alzheimer's but
brain research," Sugaya said.
"The main thing is, I like to
bring researchers [to Orlando1, and that way all the students and all the clinicians
in this area cap be exposed
to state-of-the-art research."
Sugaya has been part of
the UCF College ofBiomed,ical Sciences .for four years.
His main focus is stem cells
and their relation to neurodegenerative
diseases
such as Alzheimer's and
Parkinson's.
Ultimately, participants
at the conference will have
the opportunity to experience a unique exposure· to
the entire spectrum of brain
research.
The variou.s lectures will
cov,er topics such as autism,
traumatic brain injury, brain
tumors_and the aging brain.
In addition to the focus on
Alzheimer's, other lectures
will also include treatment
of neurodegenerative diseases.
Although the main focus
still remains on Alzheimer's
disease research, this year
the conference will be
extended
to
cover
developmental disorders,
such as autism.
According to the Autism·
Research Institute, more
American children than
ever are now inflicted with
autism.·
Since the early 1990s, the
rate of autism has increased
exponentially around the
world with figures as high as
60 in every 10,000 children.
Boys outnumber girls. 4 to I.
. In 2007, the Centers for .
Disease Control reported
that 1 in 150 children are
diagnosed with autism.
There is an urgent need
for investigation · of the
brain's role in this and other
developmental disorders.
An increased understanding
of developmental processes
may also. help to control
regeneration of the brain in
~ge-associated diseases.
This conference will also
explore the relationship
between the aging brain and
pediatric disorders.
"Regeneratlon Through
Generations" is the theme of

(CIRCLE TRUE OR FALSE I

HWE/Fl\l..sE 1. Alcohol is a depressant,

TRllf:.J'Fl,LSF. 2. People can become addicted to alc:;:ohol.

If an intoxicated friend is semiconscious,
you should encourage vo1niting.

Tl\l!F../ FI\LSF. 3.

TltllF./°FI\U.'1': 4 . A mixed drink is absorbed by the body

faster than shots.
Tftll.E/F.1.L<;E 5. Alcohol and Rohypnol (the date rape

drq.g) affect the brain in similar ways.

GREG TERRITO / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Dr, Kiminobu Sugaya, a brain specialist and professor at UCF, and his research lab manager, Stephanie Merchant, demonstrate how
research on stem cells would proceed in the laboratory. Sugaya helped to organize the Second Annual Brain Conference for Jan. 25-27.

from arounq the world are
going to be pres·e nting at the
meeting, and it's one of the
first international meetings
held that will put the medical
school of the University of
Central Florida on the map as a
center for medical advancements and research.
"It will be a very exciting
meetin$ for anyone interested
in neuroscience or future medicine to attend."

The Karolinska Institute
this year's conference.
As its name implies, the · is one of Europe's largest
three-day event will provide medical universities. Foundparticipants with the oppor- ed ',in 1810 and located in
tunity to learn more about Solna, just outside Stockregenerative therapy for holm, it is one of Sweden's
neurological diseases over largest centers for training
·and research, accounting for
the course of a lifetime.
Experts in attendance 30 percent of the medical
will be traveling from training and 40 percent of
nations around the world, the medical academic
including Australia, Japan, research conducted nationGermany, France and Swe- wide.
This year's international
den.
Physicians,
sci~ntists; brain conference will be
medical device manufactur- slightly different from last
ers, nurses and students will year's conference. Last
all benefit from this highly year's gathering featured a
anticipated gathering of showing of deep brain stimknowledgeable
medical ulation of a Parkinson's disresearchers and scientists ease
patient.
Sugaya
by learning about the explained that this year,
absolute latest in brain researchers will be disresearch and practice, as cussing
more
about
well as future applications.
regeneration of a brain
"This is a great event to affected by degeneration.
"Last year, we reported
get researchers together and
research ideas and results," that we can fix the brain
said Manny Vrotsos, a bio- using the patient's own stem
molecular science Ph.D. stu- cells," Sugaya said. "So our
dent. "I think it's good that technology is to make
we
aie
bringing embryonic stem cell-like
[researchers] to Orlando for cells from the bone ·m arrow
a main conference mi a ·stem cells. That is what we
smaller scale and a more established.
intimate setting."
"When we transplant
Su,gaya said that every these cells into the brain, we
year, they bring in a promi- can get the.neuron [to funcnent
Alzheimer's tion properly] and get the
researcher. This· year, Dr. good memory and behavior
Agneta Nordberg from the of the animal, not the human
Karolinska Institute in Swe- yet." ·
den will be· visiting to share
The conference will also
her research on amyloid feature representatives from
plaques.
Florida Hospital, Orlando
Amyloids are insoluble Regional Health Care, the
fibrous protein masses that Alzheimer's Resource Censhare specific structural ter and the Alzheimer's
traits. Plaques contain mis- Association.
"The conference is profolded peptides called amyloid beta. Amyloid beta is a viding some of the most
peptide of39-43 amino acids recent advancement in neuthat mainly constitutes amy- rologic care to the Central
loid plaques in the brains of Florida region," said Florida
Alzheimer's. patients.
Hospital neurosurgeon and
Amyloid plaques in gross scientific community memamounts are significant in ber Dr. Melvin Field. "The
the Alzheimer's diseased advancements are why I am
excited about it. People
brain.
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MARTIN CRUTSINGER
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Congressional Democratic leaders said Tuesday that they
feel urgency to enact an economic stimulus plan and are
confident they can work with
President Bush to craft it
quickly. The president also
expressed confidence but
said any deal must be done
right, not just fast.
"The urgency that we feel
at home is now even more
urgent as we see the impact
of our markets on_others,"
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi
said after lawmakers of both
parties met with Bush at the
White House.
· Senate Majority Leader
Harry R~id said the goal is to
get a deal through Congress
and on Bush's desk within
roughly three to four weeks,
before lawmakers break for
the Presidents' Day recess.
"I really feel' good that we
have an opportunity to do
something together," Reid
said.
Earlier, Bush said he was
confident that Congress and
the administration will be
able to approve a stimulus
package to jump-start the
economy and calm fears of
recession that have shaken
financial markets worldwide.
The unusual bipartisan
harmony and pledges for fast
action underscored how rattled the American public is
- and how leaders of both
parties want to be seen as·
responding to those concerns
quickly.
The lawmakers, like Bush,
would not discuss th"e
specifics of what a compromise plan would look like.
They say that is a matter for
private negotiation.
The president has broadly
outlined a stimulus plan that
would include tax cuts for
individuals and businesses.
Bush said any plan, to be
effective, would need to represent roughly 1 percent of
the gross domestic product,
or about $140 .billion to $150
. billion. Democrats have their
own ideas.
So far, all sides are stressing cooperation, not poten- ·
tial division about the details.
"This is about one thing in
this package: Is it a stimulus?"
Pelosi said. "So whatever it is
that we are considering, it
must meet that one criterion:
Does it stimulate the economy? Does it put money into
the hands of those who will
spend it?"
When the Democratic
leaders were asked if they
agreed with Bush's statement
that the economy is "inherently strong," .Pelosi said, "I
certainly hope so."
Reid predicted that the
House - led by Pelosi and

•
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PABLO MARTINEZ/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

President Bush meets with congressional leaders to discuss the economy Tuesday, in the Cabinet Room of the White House. From left, House Minority Leader John Boehner of Ohio, Ho~se Speaker Nancy Pelosi of California and Senate
Majority Leader Harry Reid of Nevada. The congressional leaders feel an urgency to enact a stimulus plan for the economy and are confident they can aaft it quickly, before lawmakers leave for the Presidents' Day recess:

Minority Leader John Boehner and working with Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson - would pass a package
first and send it to the Senate_.
He said the size of a deal proposed by Bush was "a good
number."
The action cam~ on the
same day that the Federal
Reserve Board announced
that it cut a key interest rate
by three-quarters of a percentage point.
Bush invited the bipartisan congressional leadership
to discuss an .e mergency rescue package centered on tax
rebates and business tax cuts
but also likely to include
increases in unemployment
benefits and food stamps.
"I've
got
reasonable
expectations about how fast

something can happen," Bush
said as the session began.
"But I'm also optimistic
something will happen."
Speaking in a packed Cabinet Roo:tn, Bush said both
the administration and Congress want· to find a solution.
quickly but that he knows the
legislative process can prove
tedious
"Everybody wants to get
something done quickly, but
we want to make sure it gets
done right," the president
said. ''.And make sure that
everybody's realistic about
the ti:p1etable. Legislative
bodies don't move necessarily in an orderly, quick way,
and therefore these leaders
are committed, and they
want to get something
. done."

GETS THE ADRENALINE GOING.
YOURS AND WHOEVER READS ABOUT
IT ON YOUR RESUME~
-

Later, as he announced'
the creation of a council
charged with improving the
nation's basic understanding
of managing money, Bush
noted the mortgage crisis.
Banks, brokerages and insurers have announced staggering write-downs, largely due
to bad subprime mortgage
bets.
"I just wonder how many
people, when they got subprime mortgages, knew what
they were getting into," Bush
said. Despite the economy's
woes, he said he was confident in the long-term
strength of the U.S. economy.
He described his meeting
with lawmakers as "very positive."
On Wall Street, stocks
plunged at the ope.q.ing of

trading Tuesday, propelling
the Dow Jones industrials
down about 400 points after
the Fed's announcement of
its rate cut failed to assuage
nervous investors. U.S. markets· joined stock exchanges
around the globe that have
fallen precipitously in recent
days amid concerns that a
downturn might spread
around the world.
The slumping of the global economic market since
Bush proposed the outline of
an economic package added ·
a greater aura of urgency to
the talks at the White House.
It also raised the question of
whether Bush is willing to
go for an even more expensive package. White House
press secretary Dana Perino
did · not rule that out,

although she said Bush
believes he has proposed the
correct figure, and no one is
pushing for a bigger one at
this point.
Paulson, the adminisfration's point man on the stimulus bill, discussed details
with top lav.rmakers in both
parties in advance of the
meeting between Bush and
leading lawmakers.
"I have been very encouraged by the way that both
parties have co!}le together,
bipartisan support for moving quickly to do something
that will make a difference
this year in our economy that
will be meaningful, that will
be temporary and something
that we can hopefully get
done quickly," Paulson told
reporters.
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UCF prides partnerships Value of research debated
FROM

FROM
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Medicine Web site, the U.S.
Department of Health and
Human Services said 12 Florida counties are not providing
"reasonable access to primary
health-care services."
To improve that number,
more graduates must stay in
Florida to build their careers.
Many Central Florida hospitals are increasing their residencies to keep graduates in
the area According to UCF's
Institute for Economic Competitiveness, the first 10 years
of the program will see some
15,474 jobs added in Florida,
not to mention an economic
impact projected at $3 billion.
Maxwell said the development of the UCF College of
Medicine and the Health Sciences Campus at Lake Nona is
a big part of the overall vision
Hitt has for the university.
"Hitt quietly goes about his
business," l\.;1axwell said. "He
knew what he needed to do
and gets it done. Part ofwhat I
ai:p able to see is a vision with
him, and that's something that
takes the university and the
community to the next level.
The medical school is a big·
part of that."
With the development of
the medical school and a new
on-campus stadium, it's also
Hitt's clean record that
invokes confidence
and
respect from people in Central
Florida
"Unlike other people, he
hasn't screwed up," Maxwell
said. "He hasn't been involved
in any kind of scandal. It's
someone who we would want
to have on our side."
Maribeth Ehasz, vice president of Student Development
and Enrollment Services at
UCF, said it's also Hitt's leadership style that got him on
the list.
"It's the engine that drives
the university," Ehasz said "It's
because of his vision we move
forward. He values innovation.
He's always looking for an idea
that has promise and that will
move the university forward
in a very distinctive manner."
Grant Heston, assistant
vice president for UCF News
and Information, agrees.
"It's clear he has the best
interest of UCF and of the
community," Heston said "He
has a plan_and a vision that
brings people together."
Ehasz said that Hitt also
plays a significant role in student enrollment at UCF.
"He is a president who values enrollment and all that it
means,'' Ehasz said "He dedicated himself to students who
can be the most successful
here, not only bringing them
here but helping them to finish and be successful"
When Hitt took the job as
UCF's fourth president,
enrollment was much lower

CFFARCHIVE

UCF President John Hitt speaks at a press conference in the summer of 2003. Hitt was
recently named the third most powerful person in Central Florida by the Orlando Sentinel.

than it is now. According to
the Office of Institutional
Research, in fall 1992, total
enrollment at UCF was 21,682.
By fall 2006, that number had
more than doubled, with
enrollment reaching 46,907
s~dents. UCF now enjoys the
title of being the sixth-largest
university in the nati9n.
With those enrollment
numbers, the prominence of
the university.affects the value
of the degrees students
receive and the way the outside community perceives
UCF, Ehasz said.
"The fact President Hitt is
being recognized for his leadership beyond campus walls
means the degrees UCF students receive are more valuable," Ehasz said. "They [the
community] recognize UCF
and what it stands for."
Sucher said she remembers
what it was like when Hitt
took over as president at UCF.
·~t the time, UCF didn't
have that much recognition,"
Sucher said. "But he came to
town and started articulating
his five goals for the university, and he worked on those
goals. By being focused and
being a visionary, he's put
UCF in a totally new position
than when he arrived"
Hitt developed his five
goals for UCF shortly after
taking office in March 1992.

The first goal was to offer better undergraduate education.
The other four goals include
establishing ties and partnerships with the local community, increasing the number of
women and minorities at UCF,
conducting research that
would be recognized on a
national and international
level and to have a greater
international focus on UCF's
programs and research.
As for Hitt's goal to establish partnerships with the
community, Sucher said he
accomplished that when UCF
became a leading partnership
university.
"By establishing partnerships he really leverages
friendships and relationships,
which have put the university
in a whole other level," Sucher
said.
As far as the recognition
UCF gamers, without Hitt,
many don't believe UCF
would be where it is today.
"It's hard to play the what-if
game,'' Sucher said, "but personally, I'm not sure if we
would be able to accomplish it
[without Hitt]. I think it takes
a special kind of leadership to
energize large groups of people to get behind you."
"He's left a sign and his
mark on · the university,''
Maxwell said, "and I don't
think he plans on stopping."

Al

square feet devoted to the
Army Research Institute.
However, UCF students
have varying opinions about
the university.s ties with the
military.
"The fact that the university we attend is pretty much
a cog in the war machine definitely disturbs a lot of us,"
creative writing major Liz
Chereskin said. "The fact
that we can go through
UCF's Research Park and see
research going on that is contributing to the war in Iraq
directly is kind of scary, and I
don't think that's something ·
that a university should be a
part of."
Chereskin is a member of
Students for a Democratic
· Society, a self-described radical student organization.
One major campaign of SDS
is the "Demilitarization
Movement," in which the
ultimate goal is for UCF to
renounce an military ties.
Last spring, SDS protested UCF ties to military contractors with a walkout. At 1
p.m. on April ll, students
involved in the demonstration walked out of their various classes to congregate in
the free-assembly zone outside the Student Union.
The protesters later progressed to Millican Hall and
inside to UCF President John
Hitt's office, where they
delivered an estimated 90
letters with 150 signatures
criticizing UCF practices
that held any tie or relation
to the war in Iraq.
Justin York. vice chairman
of the College Republicans at
UCF, who is double-majoring in history and political

THREE TYPES OF SIMULATION
LIVE SIMULATION •
Live simulations typically involve
humans and/or equipment and
activity in a setting where they would
operate for real.Think war games
with soldiers out in the field or
manning command posts.Time is
continuous,as in the real world. .
Another example of live simulation is
testing a car battery using an
electrical tester.
VIRTUAL SIMULATION
Virtual simulations typically involve

humans and/or equipment in a
computer-controlled setting.Time is
in discrete steps, allowing users to
concentrate on the important stuff, so
to speak.A flight simulatorfalls into
this category.
CONSTRUCTIVE SIMULATION
Constructive simulations typically do
not involve humans or equipment as
participants. ftather than by time, they
are driven more by the proper
sequencing of events.

science, said he views mili- oped medical simulations for
tary funding at UCF in a pos- battlefield medics, gameitive light, calling it an type simulations that use
"invaluable asset" to the mixed reality - which is a
combination of computer
school.
"It almost gives us a com- . graphics and reality - that
. petitive advantage when it · train army personnel how to
comes to engineering pro- protect themselves from
grams because we have such . enemy fire, and ways to
embed simulation programs
good patronage," York said.
While York respects other in training devices, such as
students' opinions, he ques- military vehicles.
While IST develops the
tions what ·would happen to
various UCF programs with- technology, the military creates the training scenarios.
out military support.
"Quite a lot of funding
"Well, I can understand
where they're coming from, comes from the federal govthat they feel that these com- ernment, mostly because
panies are making weapons they have a great need for
of ·mass destruction, that training and they have a lot
they're causing all this pain of money to let out for peoand suffering across the ple to do research for them,"
world
because
they're Williams said "I would supdestroying
homes
and pose, although I'm not an
cities,'' York said. "But I think expert on funding, that the
that my only concern is university could survive
where is this alternative forin without military money,
of funding going to ~ome without defense money;
from? I think it would be that's what it really is.
crippling for our engineering
"There's no reason why
program if we were to lose we shouldn't try to do the
these funds."
research that this money's
In the past, IST has devel- based on."
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Faculty ranking a UCF first
FROM

Al

'1bey are a greatfaculfy. They aeate an
awareness [of opportunities for
·
publication] and provide support outside the dassroom; as well as resources."

press, anything before 1960, to
understand today's digital
media Not just within the United States, but Europe as well'' .
Campbell said the program
interprets spoken word and
analyzes its history to see how
the digital age has changed
society.
Academics Analytics start- video games and digital envied publishing the Faculty ronments and is currently
Scholarly Productivity Index . working on -Alice Experiin 2005. This is the first time ments in Wonderland with
UCF has made the list. The the UCF Theatre Department,
FSP Index ranks doctoral pro- which opens Thursday.
grams based on publications,
"I want to lmow 'How do
federal research funding and you archive a performance
awards.
like this to make it more
Cornell University ranked meaningful to the viewer?"'
first. Only Cornell and the Merritt said
University of Chicago, in.10th
Students and faculty agree
place, received grants.
that there is tremendous supStefanie Altman, media port within the program to
contact for Academic Analyt- . help students gain experience
ics, said the rankings provide and publish work through
publicity to the ranked pro- . conferences and journals. ·
grams.
"They [faculty] act as men"It means the faculty are tors,'' Merritt said, helping studoing well." she said
dents to publish work
Donald Merritt, an adjunct
"They are a great faculty.
professor and graduate stu- They create an awareness [of
dent within the T&T program opportunities for publi<;:ation]
focusing on digital media and provide support outside
research. said text is a broad the classroom, as well as
term to catch any form of resources," Carpenter said
communication from paper to - Campbell said that T&T
rhetorical ideas. He focuses sponsors a conference each
his research on virtual reality, year for students to showcase

JAMES CAMPBELL
TEXTS AND TECHNOLOGY PROFESSOR

ideas.
As the program is interdisciplinary, students find themselves working with people
from many different backgrounds ranging from broadcast journalism to computer
programming.
·~though there is a set curriculum, it is flexible,'' Carpenter said "It's a unique program
that provides a degree of freedom to pursue your own professional and personal interest."
Merritt said he has been to
many conferences and has
met a diverse group of people
with vary4ig interests, but the
central theme has always been
the influence of text.
Although much of the
work is based in digital theory,
a digital background is not a
requirement in order to succeed in the curriculum, Carpenter said
"It's about the theory
rather than !mowing," he said

Hookas, Pyrex, Handpipes, Papers, Blunts, Salvia, Body aeaners, Jewelry, Incense,
Can Safes, Shisila, Fine Tobaccos, Herbal Smoke
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·ucp dancers to perform
FROM Al •

get tickets and become more
involved," Sparks said. "I
think it is something that students are becoming quite
interested in."
Rodriguez
said
she
believes there are many
incentives urging students to
take advantage of the offer.
Easy access is the first.
''.We were trying to offer
out more things with easier
access
for
students,"
Rodriguez said
Online access to the tickets
is available.
Flexibility is another benefit given to those who purchase tickets.
"The students are not designated to one set price,"
Rodriguez said. "They have
the .flexibility to choose which
seats they want."
As another element to
bring students and faculty
members to the games, the
UCF pep band, dance team

/J

,

and cheerleaders will perform Driggers said.
"They are getting to be a
at some games. They all have
been working with the Orlan- part of the Orlando Magic and
do Magic organization for our culture," she said.
about three seasons.
''Performing during the games
The pep band, when fea- allows them to practice and
tured at the games, sits in the hone their crafts, along with
Ozone section and provides being able to enjoy their time
live entertainment for Magic at the game."
fans during the pre-game periDriggers and Rodriguez
od, timeouts and halftime. The said they are both hoping for a
cheerleaders and dancers, on strong turnout of students-and
the other hand, are provided a faculty for the upcoming
6-minute showcase during games.
halftime to perform for fans.
Rodriguez said that the
The Magic games "allow games "are just fun activities
students another opportunity that a lot of students haven't
to showcase their talents," said taken advantage 0£
"To have an NBA team in
Shelly Driggers, assistant
director
of
· Event Central Florida is a great
Presentations for- the Magic. opportunity, and we want to
"It gives them the opportunity get UCF out there in the <;:omto perform and run .through munity so people are aware
their routines to get all the that UCF is a wonderful unibugs out and be ready for their versity."
competitions where they are · To purchase tickets, visit
actually going to be judged"
oss.ticketmastet.com.
For
Along with entertaining group ticketing, contact
the fans, the performers are Audrey Rodriguez at 407-916also enjoying_ their night, 2983.

He keeps the Heat
om their feet
-..)

Barry University faculty member Dr. James Losito specializes in
fancy footwork.
In addition to serving as the Miami Heat's Team.Podiatric
Physician, Dr. Losito teaches sports medicine and biomechanics
at Barry University. Barry's program in podiatric medicine offers
extensive research ~cilities, distinguished hospital and medical
center affiliations, and excellent opportunities for residency
programs and externships across the United States.
The program's Foot and Ankle Institute gets more
. than 11,000 patient visits a year.
When you become a Barry University student,
you join a caring community where the concept.
of the whole person is valued, and
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where a Catholic, liberal arts
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C-USA GAME:

•

Men's
Tennis
falters
atUSF

UCF 71, ECU 66

Knights finish at
9-15 in singles, 56 in doubles

•

PADRICK BREWER
Sports Editor

ANDY JACOBSOHN / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF guard Dave Noel takes a shot over Tulsa's Jerome Jordan during the Knights' 97-91 Win on Jan. 12. Noel scored 14 points on 4-of-6 shooting against the East Carolina Pirates on
Saturday. He also hit all four of hi s freHhrow attempts which helped the Knights seal their 71-66 victory. The Knights went 15-of-16 from the line for the game.

UCF ·saves its
_J

After letting a 22-point lead slip away, Knights pull out a win against Pirates
BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

•
•

,.
•

The UCF Men's Basketball
team spent the first five minutes of its game
Saturday
against
East
Carolina zooming out to a big
lead. It spent
the final five
minutes holding on to that
Taylor
lead for dear
life.
The Knights let a 22-point
lead slip away against the
Pirates, but held on for a 71-66
victory behind a career-high 32
points from forward Jermaine
Taylor.
The Knights (10-7, 3-0 in
Conference USA) took the
home crowd out of the contest
quickly by scoring the 'rrrst 14.
points. The Pirates didn't get
on the scoreboard until forward John Fields hit a jump
shot at the 13:40 mark. Up until
that time, the Pirates had
missed their first five shots and
committed six turnovers.
"We were in the locker
room getting real pumped
because we knew we had to
create our own energy ... so we
just came out quick," Taylor
said
And the Knights kept going.
After center Stanley Billings
scored a couple of baskets,

Taylor scored UCF's next ll
points to give the Knights a 297 advantage with 6:26 to play in
the frrst half.
"It was a horrible start to the
game," East Carolina head
coach Mack McCarthy said in
a press release. "I haven't seen
anything like it."
The Pirates went 7-of-8
from the free throw line in the
foUowing five minutes to make
it a 33-23 score, but Taylor
made a 3-pointer in the closing
seconds to give him 20 points
for the half.
·
Taylor scored the frrst basket of the second half to give
UCF a 38-23 lead, but then the
Knights' went cold from the
field. They spent n·e arly the
next seven minutes missing 5of-6 shots and committing five
turnovers.
The Pirates took advantage
with a 14-2 run, paced by three
3-pointers from guard James
Legan, to tie the score at 49-49
with 6:57 to play. ECU shot 48.5
percent from the floor in the
game's final 20 minutes after
shooting just 29.2 percent in
the frrst half,
''We had a big lead and I just
think we kind of took a little
break and they started getting
hot," Taylor said. "They
wer~n't missing. They were
making everything they shot."
A couple of free · throws
PLEASE SEE

FREE ON A12

ANDY JACOBSOHN / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF forward Tony Davis collected a game-high eight rebounds in the first start of his career
Saturday against East Carolina. He has led the Knights in rebounding six times this season.

Much like the football and
men's basketball teams' trips,
the UCF Men's Tennis team
left Tampa with a disappointing sense ofloss in tow.
The Knights took on
South Florida, Virginia
Tech
and
Auburn in
the
USF
Spring Classic over the
weekend,
and
they
emerged
BenSoltane
with a mea- ·
ger 9-15 singles record and a 5-6 doubles
record
It started Friday, when the .
· Knights took on the Bulls.
The Knights had to wait until
the second match of Flight C
·for a singles win, as N'Ikolas
Overkemping, Johan Beigart,
Claudio Romano, Sinan
Sudas and Brock Sakey all
lost their f"rrst matches in
straight sets.
UCF's frrst win came
from
freshman
Blaze
Schwartz, who defeated
USF's Thomas Estrada 6-4,
6-1.
Schwartz finished the
tournament with a 2-1 record
in both singles and doubles
action; he was one of three
.Knights with a winning singles record
Schwartz dropped a 6-4,
7-5 contest to the Hokies'
lgnaci Roca before coming
back on the final day to beat
Auburn's MiJ.an Kmjetin 6-4,
7-6.
Junior Tarek Ben Soltane ·
posted one of UCF's two
unbeaten performances in
singles, losing just nine
games in six sets.
Soltane dominated Daniel
Daudt from USF and Eduardo Pinto from Virginia Tech
in the first two da:rs.
Auburn's Nick Maurillo gave
Ben Soltane his f"rrst real
challenge of the tournament,
pushing him to a 6-4 frrst-set
victory.
Ben Soltane rebounded in
the second
set and sat
down Maurillo 6-1.
Junior
Daniel Colon
was the other
Knight without a blemish on his
Colon
singles slate.
· colon
dispatched
Auburn's
Michael · Monterio twice,
winning 6-3, 6-3 on Friday
and 6-4, 6-1 on Sunday.
Colon was set to finish off
Preston Lemon from Virginia Tech on Saturday, but
two games into the third set,
the match had to be moved
to Sunday.
Colon looked better for
the rest, winning the deciding frame 6-3.
Ben Soltane ·and Colon
combined in doubles to go 11, beating USF but losing to
Virginia Tech.
Overkemping, Beigart,
Romano and Sakey never
seemed to get on track, and
each of them lost each of
their four singles matches,
accounting for 12 of the 15
UCFlosses.
Of · those four players,
Sakey was the only one to
win a set, which came in his
0-6, 7-5, 6-4 loss to Auburn's
Alex Petropoulos on Sunday.
The Knights will come
back home and face Rice at 11
a.m. on Saturday in their frrst
Conference USA match of
the season
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Knights earn first Conference USA.victory
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Lewis adds to her rebound total with
11-board effort against the Rice Owls
RYAN BASS
Staff Writer
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It took a career-high effort
from guard Jelisa Caldwell
and numerous defensive
stops, but the UCF Women's
Basketball team finally did
something it hadn't done all
season: win a Conference
USA game, defeating Rice 6849 to snap a four-game losing
streak.
. "This was a great win for
us tonight," UCF head coach
Joi Williams said in a press
release. "The game started
out on an 8-0 run by Rice and
I thought we did a great job of
coming back and playing well
in the second half. I was
pleased with our defensive
effort tonight. Defense, first
and foremost, in our minds is
what wins the game."
The C-USA win wasn't the
only first for the Knights on
Sunday.
It marked the first time
UCF defeated Rice in school
history, improving to 1-2 in
the all-time series with the
Owls.
UCF also recorded its first
C-USA road win since the
2005-06 season, when it
defeated Marshall 66-63 on
Feb. 24, 2006, and·the 19-point
margin of victory was the
most for the Knights against a
conference foe since joining
the conference.
The Knights (8-10 overall,
1-4 C-USA) also matched
their win total from last season.
After trailing 34-29 with
14:04 remaining in the game,
UCF used a 30-9 run to blow
it open and take a lead at 57-41
with 3:15 left. .
The Knights would eventually extend their lead to a
game-high 21 points with 18
seconds to play and finish the
game on an 11-8 run.
Caldwell contributed a
career-high 20 points along
with five rebounds in 23 minutes of play.
Forward Tia Lewis, the
nation's
second-leading
rebounder, finished with 17
points and 11 rebounds.
Center Jackie Akers and
guard Marshay White both
played well for the Knights as
Akers posted six rebounds,
two blocks and a career-high
four steals while White
chipped in with eight points
and six rebounds.
The Knights held the Owls
to just 31.7 percent shooting

and won the turnover battle
23-16.
The
Knights
also
improved to 4-0 on the season when they hold oppo. nents to fewer than 60 points.
The Knights crawled back
into the game after Rice's
early run, using a 17-9 run to
tie the score at 17-17, but Rice
took control back as guard
Memri Carmon's layup gave
the Owls a 24-21 lead with
3:45 remaining.
UCF used a 6-2· run over
the next three minutes to take .
a lead at 27-26 into halftime.
But there were hardships
before Sunday's victory as the
Knights lost to Houston 74-61
on Thursday.
After the Knights' 65-59
loss tq Tulsa on Jan. 13,
Williams rmally figured out
her team's story.
"I told my team at Tulsa
that there are some teams
that can go through [strug- ·
gles] as young as we are and
learn !es.sons, and they are
able to win games, but for
some reason we are not one
.
• CFF ARCHIVE
of those teams," Williams
said. "We have to learn the UCF head coach Joi Williams, second from left, has seen a lot of tough times with her basketball team this season. The Knights are 8-10 overall and lost their first four Conference USA
games, but things may be looking up for the Knights, who won their first C-USA game Sunday at Rice. Williams and her Knights will go for another win Friday at Southern Miss.
hard way, but that has been
our story so far."
resiliency tonight to come
The script for the Knights we got stops, and we convertback down 14. The bot tom
seemed to be the same ed," Williams said. "We had
line is that we have got to get
against Houston as it was good offensive possessions
stops."
SECOND TO ONE
SPEED LIMIT: 60
against Tulsa as despite a late and didn't turn the ball over. I
rally, UCF fell to 0-4 in C- think in the second half we
Lewis struggled from the
Forward Tia Lewis continued to
The Knights held the Owls to 49 points
USA for the second-straight had only six turnovers, which
field, converting only three
dominate the glass, grabbing 11
in the victory, and they improved to 4-0
was fantastic. Again, that was
season.
baskets en route to seven
rebounds in the Knights' 68-49 win over when they hold opponents to fewer
Forward Emma: Cannon the difference in the run, and
points
along
with
15
than 60 points.
Rice on Sunday. Lewis is second in the
came off the bench to notch we talked to our team about
rebounds. Akers picked up
nation with 12.8 rebou~ds per game.
her eighth double-double of that if you want to win games
CALDWELL ON FIRE
the slack with six points,
the season with 20 points and you have to play defense."
IT'S BEEN AWHILE
Guard Jelisa Caldwell had a career-high
three blocks and two steals in
That
same
defense
15 rebounds as the Knights
Winning in Houston was the Knights'
20 points on 5-of-10 shooting from the
21 minutes of action.
fought back from being down seemed to act as a doublefirst C-USA road win since 2005-06.
field against Rice.
UCF showed two different
16 points to tie the score at edged sword for the Knights,
versions of itself in the sec44-44, only to·falter down the as Houston reeled off a 17-2
ond half against Houston: the
run with the score at 55-51 and
stretch.
team
that held a 0-4 confer. line stripe.
basketball team."
Cannon, who shot 7-of-:U . 6:57 re1n:aining.
ence mark by faltering
The
Knights,
who
turned
The
Knights
seemed
to
The Cougars' run included
from the field, was a big reatoward the end of the game,
a span of 12 unanswered it over 26 times against Tulsa have things figured out in the and the team that it could be
son for the run.
including
19
second-half
.
first
half,
gaining
their
largest
"I was feeling kind of points.
by fighting back from 14
"There was a stretch that turnovers, ~oughed the ball lead of the game at 20-16 with
good," Cannon said. "Coming
points down.
up
only
six
times
in
the
sec7:48
remaining.
Led
by
guard
off the bench, it gives you an they scored on six straight
Williams would obviously
ond
half
after
turning
it
over
Twiggy
McIntyre,
who
had
a
edge, but it also gives me time possessions and that was that
like to see more of the latter
13
times
in
the
first
period.
game-high
22
points,
the
stretch
that
we
didn'.
t
get
to look at what is going on on
"We are very inconsistent,
UCF held the rebounding Cougars went on a 20-5 run t0
the defense and offensive stops, and that's the bottom
and that is one thing that is a
edge
51-50
for
the
game,
but
close
the
half
and
hold
a
36-25
ends, and where I can step in line," Williams said. 'We have
characteristic of a young
and help my teammates out -got to get defensive stops that was way less than aver- lead at the break.
team," she said._,,In crrd-e-r-to
age
rebounding
margin
of
'We
talked
about
defense
when the game is tight like
in getting stops."
rise above that, everybody
plus
9.2
on
the
season.
and
the
fact
is
that
things
Down 42-26 with 16:34 that, ... because if we don't get
has to kind of grow up in a
''What
we
have
to
learn
to
aren't
going
to
change
if
we
remaining in the game, the stops, it puts more and more
hurry."
do
is
put
everything
togethdon't
change
on
the
defensive
Knights used a 16-2 run to tie pressure on our offense."
The Knights will hit the
The Knights' offense, er," Williams said. "It's like end," Williams said. "There
the score with guard D'Nay
road to face Southern Miss on
we
have
one
thing
fixed
and
are
things
in
all
four
of
these
which
shot
32.4
percent
for
Daniels' 3-pointer with 11:00
Friday at 8 p.m., before they
the game, seemed to struggle . then another thing breaks games that I am very proud of
left.
start
a four-game home span
down,
and
I
think
when
we
for
them.
The Knights forced five from inside and · outside the
when
they welcome Marshall
can
get
it
all
together
and
.
"We
were
very
resilient
Houston turnovers during ·arc. They made just 2-of-17
to
the
New UCF Arena on
have
everything
fixed
and
against
Tulsa
coming
back
shots from 3-point range and
that stretch.
Jan.
31.
solid,
we
will
be
a
very
good
and
we
showed
a
lot
of
"It was defensive stops ... 13-of-23 from the free-throw

NEWS TO NOTE

Women's te~s gets perfect performances in tournament
PADRICK BREW.ER
Sports Editor

JENNY FRISELL

If the UCF Women'.s TenSinqles:
nis team's new year's resoluWon Two matches
tion was to play perfect tenand her only loss
came in three sets.
nis, it came as close as
possible at the Florida Gulf
Coast MLK/John Kriek ClasDoubles:
sic over the weekend.
Teamed with Kyla
McNicol to go 4-0 in
In the dual-match format
- wherein the results did not ' - - - - - - ~ doubles matches.
affect UCF's team record but
did count toward individual
statistics - the Knights went
15-7 in singles matches and
10-3 in doubles matches in· a
tournament that featured No.
GATOR BAIT
11 Miami, No. 31 Florida InterUCF will start·its dual:match schedule
national, No. 32 Wichita
when
it faces off against Florida on
State, No. 52 Ohio State,
Thursday.The Knights are 0-4 against
Stetson,
FGCU
· and
the Gators all time.
Dartmouth
"I'm really happy with the
way we came out and played
[Saturday]," UCF head coach
Stephanie Nickitas said in. a
press release. "We had to
shake off some early nerves,
but our girls did a great job of singles matches, and she and
competing against some real- freshman partner Jenny
ly good opponents. There Frisell were 4-0 in doubles.
was a lot of wind out there
Frisell and McNicol have
and the girls dealt with the been the stalwarts for the
conditions very well. I told Knights this season, running
the girls that this is the first up a combined record of 13-4
part of our journey, and if we in singles.
.
continue to play the way we
McNicol never lost a set in
did today, then really good the tournament, and the ·only
things will happen to this set in which her opponent
team."
won more than four games
Good things ·did happen was in her first match of the
for the Knights after their 9-4 tournament, a 7-5, 6-2 win
start Saturday.
·over Wichita State's Anna
UCF was led by senior Egorova.
Kyla McNicol, who actually
McNicol
shut
down
was perfect throughout the FGCU's Lauren Pfeiffer 6-2,
tournament.
6-1 and Florida InternationMcNicol was 3-0 in her al's Maria Dolores Pazo 6-2,

KYLA MCNICOL

Singles:

Won all three of her
matches without
dropping a set.

Doubles:
She and Frisell
helped the Knights
go
10-3 in doubles.
'-----~'--'

victory over WSU's Lenore
Lazaroiu.
Junior Kenza Belbacha
and freshman Isa Ohlinger
both compiled 2-1 records,
bringing Belbacha's season
record to 4-5 and Ohlinger's
to 7-4.

•

for the Knights who will take
on Florida on Thursday in
Gainesville.
UCF is 0-4 all time against
the Gators and have been
swept 7-0 each of the past
three years.

------------ ------------------------
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Junior Adrienne Roesler
outlasted WSU's Kari Bosch
4-6, 6-1, 1-0 (10-4) in her first
match of the season. Roesler
is a walk-on that joined the
squad in September.
The FGCU tournament
was the fourth and rmal one

·,entral 1loriba 1uture

UNDEFEATED DEBUT

September walk-on junior Adrienne
Roesler started off her UCF career
perfectly, with a 4-6, 6-1, l-0 (10-4)
win over Wichita State5 Kari Bosch.

for ·a s low as $5 an issue!
0www.KnightNewspapers.com/ f}407-447:...4555
·
classifieds

6-4 for her other singles wins.
Junior Elvira Serrot started everything off with a bang,
grabbing a 6-1, 6-2 upset win
over No. 77 Stephanie D.almacio of Wichita State. Serrot
went on to beat FGCU's
Maria Maggiorini 4-6, 6-4, 1-0
(10-5) before losing 6-2, 6-2 to
FIU's Liset Brito.
Frisell continued her singles success by posting a 2-1
record. Her 3-6, 6-3, 1-0 (1210) loss to WSU's Florentina
Hanisch was just her second
singles loss of the season.
Senior
Anna
Yakimchenkova was also 2-1,
highlighted a 6-7 (5-7), 6-2, 1-0
(10-4)
come-from-behind'

••
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Free throw shooting secures UCF win
FROM
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free throws, the game could
have went any way,'' Taylor
said. 'We could have maybe
lost. We've been working on
our free throws during the
break. We came in and shot
100 free throws a piece, so
we've been working on that."
Taylor led the Knights in
scoring for the 14th time this
season. He is averaging 24.3
points per C-USA game, and
the Knights are now 3-0 in
conference play since the
2003-2004 season.
Legan led the Pirates with
20 points in a reserve role. He
was 6-of-13 from beyond the
arc.
The Knights' next game is
tonight again1?t the UTEP
Miners (11-5, 2-1 in C-USA).
The Miners are led by guard
Stefan Jackson, who is the
conference's leading scorer at
23.6 points per game. That
average ranks sixth-best in the
nation.
The Miners opened up
conference play with home
victories over SMU and Rice,
but are coming off a 77-72 loss
to Houston on Saturday. The
Miners are 8-1 at home but just
3-4 on the road
The Knights and Miners
will meet tonight in the New
UCF Arena Tip-off is scheduled for 7 p.m.

from Taylor put the Knights
back up by two, but Legan bit
another 3 on the Pirates' next
possession to give them their
first lead of the game. Guard
Brock Young's jumper the
next time down the court put
the Pirates ahead 54-51 with
five minutes to play.
The teams battled back and
forth for the next few minutes,
but consecutive 3-pointers
from guards Dave Noel and
.Mike O'Donnell gave the
Knights a 63-58 lead with one
minute left;
"I am proud of how our
guys showed their maturity by
staying calm after losing the
lead," UCF head coach Kirk
Speraw said in a press release.
"East Carolina is much
improved and this was a good
win in a tough place to play.
We retained our poise and
came up with some big shots
and big plays down the
stretch."
The Pirates' perimeter
shooting kept threatening the
Knights, but their success at
the free throw line sealed the
UCF victory. The Knights
made 15-of-16 shots from the
line, including 8-of-8 in the
final 20 seconds.
"If we didn't make those

ANDYJACOBSON/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF guard Dave Noel attempts a shot against Tulsa'sJerome Jordan.
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OUR STANCE

Arts have place in
modern world.
'
nownas one ofthe top i
~eering school,s in the
nation, UCF should be
proud of its latest Arts and Hun;ianities ranking.
·-----.---,
The UCF College of Arts and '
Humanities doctoral Texts and
Technology program, ranked ninth
in faculty scholarly productivity
according to the latest 2007 study ~
by Academic Analytics, and it was
the only program in Florida to make
it into the Top 10 in the General ;
Humanities category.
The productivity index, focused
on the doctoral program. listed 13
UCF Ph.D. Arts and Humanities
professors. It went on to list the fol~
lowing information for the doctorate professors: ,54 percent of faculty
with a book publication, with an
average ofl book per faculty meinber; an average of .38 journal publications per faculty member; and an
average of JS awards per faculty
member.
Howevex; perhaps the most significant finding the index listed was
that the total value of new grants
per faculty as well as the average
monetary amount ofgrants the
doctorate program received in 2007
was a whopping $0.
'This raises an interesting question: Ifprestigious programs such as
this receive no outside funding,
where exactly does all ofUCFs
grant money go to?
According to UCFNews and
Information, researchers at UCF
received a
$12L4 million in
outside grants in the 2006-2007 fis- '
cal~ an 18 percent increase from
the previous fiscal yeai: The breakdown was $SJ million from federal
government agencies, $323 million
from state agencies and $32 million
from industries and corporations.
. So which departm~ts did this
large sum ofmoney go to?
News and Information reports
that the Institute for-Simulation and
Training"received $14 million in
research funding, a 72 percent

K

.

>

•

record

increase from the previous yeai:
The College ofEngineering and
Computer Science received $20.9
million, and the College of Optics
and Photonics received $1.61 million
The College ofEducation received
$21.1 million .
UCF should be exceptionally
proud of their Arts and Humanities
professors for ranking so highly in
academics - and doirig it without
any ofthe $12L4 million in outside
grant funding. Howevex; ifwe want
to continue to see this department
thrive, outside investors funding
UCFs educational research and
programs will need to step-up and
stop discounting the Arts and .
Humanities from their checkbooks.
They should view the department
as equal in importance to the science and technology programs.
. We're not sayingthat technoler
gy-related fields are unimportant-to
the contrary. The sciences have pro. vided UCF with outstanding
achievements through the years.
We are, howevex; saying that they
should not be viewed as superior-to
. the Arts. Both need to be considered as equals in the education system.
But, let's_fuce it, the times have
changed. The study of the Arts, ·
once considered the most important form ofstudy, has slowly been
replaced by a growing focus on science and technology. Yet, despite its ·
being overlooked by investors and
techno-buffs alike, it is not a dyhlg
. field In fact, this past fall Seinestel;
3,98.5 undergraduate and 458 graduate students were listed on the UCF
website as having majors under the
Arts and Humanities program,
making it the 5th largest program at
UCE
·The great Plato once said,'½.
go<;tj.qecisio.qjs ~ on kp.owl- ~
edge and not on numbers." And if
numbers, machines and technology
full us, it will be our instinctual
lmowledge, rooted in the Arts and ·
Humanities and grounded in

morals and ethics, that we will
increasingly come to rely upon
It is important to remember that
colleges were conceived long ago
with the idea ofbuilding a place to
strengthen the moral character of
man; to learn to live the best life one
can possfuly live through the study
ofphilosophy, literature, art and history.
Anthony Kronman, Sterling
Professor of Law at Yale Law
School, in his new book, Education's End: Why Our Colleges and
Universities Have Given Up on the
Meaning ofLife, explores the rea-

sons for the expulsion of the fundamentals of the Arts and
Humanities from our classrooms.
One such fundamental being the
inclusion of philosophical questions such as 'What~ the meaning
oflife?'' ·
Kronman believes that humanities cari ''restore the wonder which
those who have glimpsed the
lruman condition have always felt,
and which our scientific civilization,
with its gadgets and discoveries,
obscures."
Kronman s;iid we must return to
this h ~ c·ideal in the education system, and.in a Boston Globe
editorial, he,states that. "Forthis to
happen, teachers ofthe humanities
must reconsider the nature and
value 0f their work, and confront
the ways in which the modern
research ideal has deformed it That
will require real boldness on their
.part ··- The beneficiaries, in·the end,
will~ both their students ar)d the
culture they will inherit'.'
.r
We take this line of re3$(>mng ·
seriously and strongly encourage
UCF and outside investors to allo.cate more to the College ofArts
and Humanities, strengthening the
p ~ , m d keeping it on the _
map.
Why not become a school
that is not only technologically
advanced but also morally and
artistically conscious?

ISN'T THIS NEAT1
MYSPACE 15 TAKING
STEPS TO 6LOCK
SEXUAL PREDATORS.

SPAIN FISCHER / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

READER VIEWS

Meningitis mandate
too complicated
It is very probable that mandating
immunization can reduce deaths from
meningitis; the issue at hand is whether
or not it's enough of a threat to impose
on peoples' free will.
While $100 is small compared to
medical bills involved in recovering
from meningitis, who are we to decide
for all students whether it is worth the
cost? Requiring an additional $100 fee
to receive a college education can in
many cases make the difference in
whether or not a student from a lowincome family can attend.
Vaccines in the past have not always
yiekled predictable long-term results.
In fa,ct, in 1988 the U.S. Government set
up a trust fund for those harmed by
vaccination. It is impossible to know
how the vaccine or agents within the
vaccine will affect tis later in life, and
many other vaccines have yielded
.harmful re~ults iiespite years of testing.
Religion even comes into play in the
issue. While not a major concern within
the "mainstream" religions, there are
many religions that promote caution or
outright ban vaccines and such medications. It is our responsibility to protect
the rights of those minorities and
r-espect their beliefs.
The big picture here is that imposition on our liberties is meant to be
reserved for dire necessity. While 15
deaths a year is regrettable, is it on such
a scale as to warrant encroachment on
our rights?
CHARLES PHILIP

A

Do unto others as
they tlo unto you
T
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he Democratic National
Convention and all three
of the major Democratic
presidential frontrunners have
turned their backs on the state
of Florida. We as voters should
return the favor.
Our problems started with
something as seemingly harmless as a change in date. Back in
September, the Florida Democratic Party voted to hold its
presidential primary on Jan. 29.
This did not sit well with the
DNC, who imposed harsh
,
sanctions.
The ongoing squabbles
between the DNC and the FDP ,
have ended with Florida being
stripped of its delegate representation. That means that all
the ballots cast in the primary
will count for less than the
paper they are made of.
Is that really so much of a
change though? In the past, ·
Florida has held its open primary in March. This put our
primary past the spectacle and
hoopla that is "super Tuesday,"
where the majority of the delegates are decided.
By the time we as voters
would have voted, the decision
of who was the nominee was
practically already on paper.
No wonder the FDP wanted to
move our state into January.
Now Florida, a notorious swing
state that is touted for its
importance in the actual presidential. election, might just
have its primary strength
match its voting power.
But this time, instead of just
having the votes seem like they .
count for nothing, they really
do count for nothing. Without .,..,
delegat,es, the votes for the

Democratic nomination from
Florida will not count to the
total amount.
Worse than this, though, is
the way other states have treated Florida and the outcome
that would arise. Shortly after
moving into January, the other
states that have traditionally
held their primaries. during that
month pressured Democratic
candidates to boycott Florida.
Of course, they agreed to it.
That is why, since September
of last year, not a single one of
the top Democratic candidates
has campaigned in Florida.
Not Hillary Clinton. Not
Barack Obama. Not John
Edwards.
They are still willing to hold
fundraisers in the state, however.
Despite the apparent anger
toward Florida, it turns out our
money is still worth as much as
dollars from Iowa, New Hampshire, Soutb, Carolina and Nevada.
Talk about adding insult to
injury. Hillary Clinton even has
a fundraiser scheduled in south
Florida on Jan. 27, only two
days before our faux primary.
So there it is. The DNC and
the candidates themselves have
chosen to ignore the will of
their Florida voters.
That is fme, but in return
they should not expect us to
still vote, or care.
Florida Democrats should
still go to the polls on Jan. 29.
There are still important legislative goings-on to warrant
your vote.
What you should do as
ignored voters is leave the section asking for your choice for
the Democratic nominee blank.
Show the DNC that if they

don't want our participation,
then .they certainly don't have
to have it.
As for the candidates themselves, November is not too far
away, and you should keep
your memory sharp.
One of the top three, the
same who chose to boycott
campaigning in our state, will
be chosen as the Democratic
nominee for President of the
United States.
Remember how they .
shunned us and refused to campaign. Keep the problems with
the primary in mind during the
lead-up to the big vote when
the nominee will no doubt be
sweet-talking us, telling us how
crucial Florida is.
Florida, in recent years, has
been known as a crucial state to
win in the presidential election.
Remember, only eight years ago
there was a great debacle over
various forms of chad that led
to us having the pi:esident we
do now. Winning Florida is not
something that the presidential
candidates take lightly.
They will tell us everything
we want to here. We should
have ~me question fot them
though: "Where were you in
January?"
The nominee candidates
have left our state in the dark.
Florida Democrats, it is up
to you to show your str~ngth in
numbers, even if those numbers show their power through
being small rather than large.
Maybe this will finally show
the DNC the mistake they have
made by alienating Florida voters.
Do your part. Don't vote for
a nominee of the Democratic
Party.

AND ONE OAYTHEY'lJ. A60LiSH
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AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

Apartments lag behind
in recycling programs
I recently moved into the Villages at
Science Drive and was extremely upset
and appalled to find out that the apartment complex does not offer any recycling whatsoever. We are a nation that
is in the process of climate change
because our past and current actions
have taken a toll on our environment.
Yet Villages at Science Drive, Villages
at Alafaya Club and probably many
other apartment complexes around
UCF, seem to be more concerned with
how much recycling will cost them.
When confronted by my concern,
the authority. at the leasing office gave
me excuses that were pathetic and
made no sense.
Geocities.com cites that the typical
· family, which could be equivalent to an
apartment of three students, throws out
2,460 pounds of paper, 540 pounds of
metal, and 480 pounds of glass. Multiply th~t number by 250 and that is how
much i:ecyclable waste my community
alone is throwing out. Consider all the
other apartments surrounding UCF that
are probably facing the same issue.
Even on campus I see campus newspapers covering the ground that will
never get to the recycle bin.
Geocities.com states that if we recycle just one-tenth of our newspapers,
we could save about 25 million trees a
year. With all the hype about "going
green," I am deeply saddened to see .
that our community seems to be ignoring the issue.
KELLY BREDAHL

INTERPERSONAi/ORGANiZATiONAL COMMUNICATION

Candidates' use of fear
tactics reflect reality
I strongly disagree with your assertion in the editorial "Be Very Afraid of
Scare Campaigns" that presidential
candidates, particularly Republican
ones, are using "disgusting" fear campaigns in their quest for the White
House. Your article fails to defme the
crucial distinction between honest
recognition of the problems we face as
a country and rhetorical scare tactics.

Tiris failure renders your analysis
flawed and inaccurate.
While the editorial illustrates a
command over scientific vocabulary,
noting the amygdala in the brain as
well as evolutionary processes, you
never identified exactly what it is
about the candidates' rhetoric that is
either false or exaggerated. You berate
Rudy Giuliani for saying, "They are
trying to kill you .... All we can do is
capture them, kill ¢.em, imprison
them. And that is one of my preeminent jobs as President of the United
States. Keep nuclear weapons out of
their hands."
You fail to consider, however, that
even a cursory examination of statements made by terrorist leader s indicates their desire to. obtain nuclear
weapons and to kill us. Being that this
is a fact, can you at all blame Giuliani
for making it a goal of his presidency
to prevent such a calamity from occurring?
Your logic, if taken to its conclusion, would view all campaign talk
concerning terrorism or war as bad,
simply because it is "scary." I have
news for you: The world is scary. Perhaps you would like our candidates for
the highest office in the land to gloss
over this fact and allow us to maintain
false illusions, but I'd prefer my candidate of choice to have a realistic
understanding of the world and how
· to deal with it. The United States of
America faces a myriad of great difficulties in the future: succeeding in the
War on Terror, solving our health care
_problems, securing our borders,
·
strengthening our economy, and many
more. Proper recognition of these difficulties, no matter how "scary'' or
"fear"-filled a truthful analysis may be,
· is the first step to solving them.
PATRICK STAUFFER

ECONOMICS AND INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

Online dissertations
serve the public good
I am a graduate student here at UCF,
and while I am personally thrilled at the
idea that my dissertation will be publically available online, so that it can add
to the collective lmowledge, it appears
·that many students are less than
pleased with the idea ("Thesis uploads
interfere for grads," Jan.18 issue CFF).
Of course this is America and everyone
is entitled to their own opinion, but
from reading the article it appears that
these arguments against online dissemination have much more to do with personal greed (profiting off it), selfabsorption (deciding when/where/who
will have access to it), and an overwhelming desire to be validated (fame
garnered from an independent release).
I can only hope that Graduate Studies
doesn't for a second listen to this
ridiculous set of arguments.
I believe that it is our responsibility
as graduate students and UCF's responsibility as an academic institution to
help distribute knowledge for the public good, not just to the five people on a
committee, but to millions of people
globally. By preventing theses and
dissertations from being available in a
public forum such as the Internet, we
are in effect erecting a barrier against
information accessibility.
While it might seem like a small
.concession for one student's novel, I'm
afraid of where this might lead. Patent
and copyright issues are not unique to
the arts, imagine the ramifications
restricted knowledge could have in
other domains. It could set back fmding an alternative fuel source, a cure
for cancer, the development of artificial intelligence, and the list. goes on
and on.
In today's materialistic world, uni, versities are often one of the last holdouts for the dissemination of knowledge for the public good, and I fo:t: one
would like to see it stay that way.
JENNIFER ROSS

APPLIED EXPERIMENTAL HUMAN FACTORS
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100
WANTED! African-American
Egg-Donor. WIiiing to pay up to
$4,000 if selected and if medically
acceptable. Ages 21-28, N/S. Please
call if Interested (321)-303-1315
BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com
Flyer distribution people needed. Must
have transportation, cell & live in the
UCF area. Call 407-359-5901

Gymnastic Instructors and Front Desk
Attendants. Flexible scheduling! $8 to
$14 an hour, depending on experience.
Training avail. (407) 380-9339
John@ReflexGymnastics.net

Summer Jobs
-$2100
-Co-Ed Camp
-Seven Weeks
-Room and Board Included

WE NEED ADJ!
Can you play music and entertain a
crowd? We have an event on UCF
campus and we need a DJ to
entertain! Traffic of over 2000
students and 40 vendors! Great
Exposure for new talent! Own
equipment required. February 26
Memory Mall 1 0am-2pm,
Contact/Send references to:
ryanm@knightnewspapers.com or
trishai@knightnewspapers.com l

Egg Donor Needed! $3000 cash! Need
women 22-28 brown hair, 5'7" or taller,
N/S, healthy, good. medical history,
STD free. USFBulls1@verizon.net

New, trendy Pan-Asian Cafe Hiring
Sushi Chefs, Wok Chefs. Servers &
Kitchen Staff; flex hrs P/T or FIT; ·
reliable, friendly. 954-829-5544.
AMAZING SUMMER at premier PA
coed children's overnight camp.
Energetic, enthusiastic men and
women wanted for all activities and
counselor positions. Good Salary.
Great Experience. Internships Avail.
Visit www.campnockamixon.com to
schedule an on campus interview for
February 27th, 2008

SUMMER IN MAINE

•Swim
•Sail
• Kayak
• Archery
• Rocks
• Ropes
•Art
• Pottery
• Office

150
Ad Sales/Trainers $700-$1000/wk!

125

Fun, Fashion, Day Spas!

A reliable babysitter wanted for a 1 .5
year old girl, 10-12 hrs/week. Flexible
hours. Mornings preferred. Maitland
area. References and experience is
necessary. Call 407-247-9949.

No exp req; paid traning. FT.
Women and Men Welcome!
Call Julie 407-628-9256

GrayRobinson. an AV rated law firm,
has an opening in its Orlando office for
a detail-oriented, customer service
driven file clerk. Ideal candidate will
have strong computer skills and
previous office experience. Law firm
background a plus. but not necessary.
25 +/- hours a week. flexible schedule.
Very competitive wages. For
consideration, please send resume
ahd salary requirements to
hrads@gray-robinson.com
GrayRobinson is an Equal Opportunity
Emplo~er.

MARKET RESEARCH
TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER

•And More!
June.to August. Residential.
Enjoy our website. Apply on line
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls:
1-800-997-4347
www.tripplakecamp.com

Call people in the Orlando area to
ask their opinion about political
issues, where they dine and the
music they listen to.
YOU ARE NEVER SELLING ANYTHING!

• Hours are 5-9 PM
• Small staff
• 15-20 min from campus
• Off Fri & Sat nights
• About 16-20 hours/wk
• Starts at $8 & up

Central Florida Locations
407-679-2700

www.workforstudents.com

The

2/2.5 townhome w/garage; appl + w/d;
community pool; 10 min. from UCF;
non-smoking; no pets; $1200/mo. (incl
water}. Contact 561-994-0420.
4/2/2 in Waterford Trails close to UCF
and Research Park. Fenced backyard
with lawn service included in the rent.
$1450 a month. Pets okay with
additional deposit. Community. pool,
Basketball and Tennis court. Call 407925-2872 for more info or appointment.

s

2/2 Condos for rent-must see!!
FREE WATER AND CABLE
remodeled w/ w/d, gated comm.
from $895-$1 000/mo
CALL FOR MOVE IN SPECIALS!
321-689-3612 Victoria Equities Realty

1:::ff MONTH FREE
Beautiful 2/1.5 townhome. Completely
renovated, exc. location, only $875/mo
Avail. ASAP. Call /407)-339-1108 x106

HOMES FOR RENT -

File Clerk, Part-Time

Males and females.
Meet new friends! Travel!
Teach your favorite activity
•Tennis
•Canoe
• Water Ski
•Gymnastics
• Silver Jewelry
• English Riding
•Copper Enameling
• Basketball
• Field Hockey

Get Paid to Playl
The Florida Elks Youth ~amp (FEYC)
needs male and female Summer camp
Counse10rs ages 18 and up. FEYC is
an overnight camp located off of
Highway 450 in Umatilla, FL. The
camp runs June 9th-July 26th. Please
contact Krys Ragland at 800-523-1673
ext 251 or 352-455-4267

Oviedo area youth program seeking
enthusiastic gymnastics/tumbling
instructors. 407-365-8021
DAYTIME BABYSITTING JOBI
Tues & Thurs from 10am - 4pm. Do
your homework while baby sleeps.
Call Natalie: 407-620-3998
Part-time nanny wanted for
Windermere family -i day a
week. Education major
preferred. Please call 407-612-6035.

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Click on Surveys.

Orlando, FL
Houses. Townhomes, Condos and
Apartments. See photos online now.
www.homerentalstore.com
How would you like to enjoy the new
semester In a new home? 4BR/2BA
(1850 sqt Ft)- All appliances and
lawn care are Included. Great
location 5 min drive to UCF,
Waterford Lakes Mall. Carpet, tile
and fans throughout. Rent $1600.
Please call Rod 321-263-5689
4/2 home for rent behind UCF In
Regency Park. Avail in Feb,
hardwood firs, fenced in yard, W/D,
appl. incl. $1600/mo 321-303-0345

•

LOFWS
'

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED!

Call Donna

407-671-7143

id's Nite.
RECREATION & RESORT MANAGEMENT, INC.

Now hiring professional caregivers.,
who love children and need flexible hours.
' Please call 407--828--0920 ext. 0
to schedule an interview.

Have a fantastic summer and get paid for it
at Circle FDude Ranch! We are seeking
counselors for a traditional residential
summer camp in Lake Wales, FL. Activities
include horseback riding, waterfront, sports,
rock wall/zipline, paintball, and more.
Staff arrives Tuesday, June 3 and
leaves Wednesday, August 13.

Call

,.

407-29S-0080

or visit www.circle-f-duderanch.com
for more information

------Knight Newspapers------

C>

Now Hiring

DISTRIBUTION DRIVERS
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday Mornings

5:30 - 7:30 am
Truck or SUV required
$10+ an Hour

<

E-mail RyanM@knightnewspapers.com

or call 407-44 7-4555

Seminole
Chronicle

'
~,

HowKNIGHTRQ

places Classifieds in the

(!eutral 3=foriba ~ture
for as low as $5 an issue!

Our upbeat environment
and stronv company
culture make the Elephant
Bar Restaurant the ideal
career choice for dynamic,

•

•
•

Servers
Hosts
Hostesses
Bartenders

0www.KnightNewspapers.com/
classifieds

C

·o·407
-447 -45 5 5
.

Expo

<

hospitality- minded people.
Come apply to join our team!

Applications accepted in person
and interviews conducted at
our new location

ALTAMONTE MAlL
Upper Level next to sears
451 E. Altamonte Drive
Altamonte Sprinus. Fl 32101

0
In.Person:

University Court
Suite200

ByFax:

407-447-4556

(University Blvd. & Rouse Rd.)

\

'

,
•
•

'
•
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,i\fternative Spring Break To Israel - March 8th

2BR/2BA condo on University and
Semoran in Winter Park. Brand new
appl. 10 min to UCF. $850/mo. + sec.
Water incl. No Pets. Call 407-657-5451

1/2 FIRST MONTH'S RENT!
3/2/2 avail immed. 4 mi from UCF
behind Waterford Lakes Town Center.
Landscaping prov., pets welcome. W/D
& appl incl. $1800/mo Please contact
407-758-8918

•
•

r,
a, car gar.
wash/dryer, incl. lawn maint. $1250 mo
407-948-8409

MUST SEE!!!

•

2bd/2.5ba fully renovated townhome in
Cambridge Circle italian tile throughout
all appliances incl. $1000 deposit
$900/mo 407-416-8369
Neat, clean, house just south of UCF
• off Lake Pickett. 3/2, deck, garage,
woods. $980 per mo. + $800 sec. dep..
Nonsmo~ers. 14819 Sussex Dr.,
407-421-7344.

Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom

•
•

Large 1/1 at the Crest at .Waterford
Lakes, 80·0 sq ft; new appliances and
carpet, large walk in closet, pets
allowed, no weight restrictions;
washer/dryer in unit. 561-346-5394
UCF one mile. 2b/2b duplex. Fence.
Large shed. Washer-Dryer. Ideal for 2
students! osb32816@bellsouth.net
1/1 condo in uptown Altamonte Spgs
avail now, $725/mo + sec. dep, Some
util incl. Newly remodeled, scrnd patio,
tennis, pool, etc. 321-244-0436
Cottage w/ a sleeping loft. Incl.
electricity & water. $450/mo.
Partially furnished. Close to UCF in
a quiet wooded area. Call 407-3666413.
Beautifu( Apartments for Rent
2Bd/1 Bath - 1 Bd/1Bath at 1900
Summer Club Dr. Close to UCF.
Appliances included. $900 - $800.
(954)-804-1376

•
•

•
,.

•

F in a 3/2 home needs 1-2 roommates
ASAP! Rent is from $500-$525.00 a
month, all utl. inlcd! Located just 5 min.
away from UCF, Waterford Lakes and
the 4081 High-speed internet and cable
with both rooms. Pets are OK. If
interested please contact Lindsey at
(407) 277-5531
UCF STUDENTS: 1 ROOM AVAIL TO
RENT IN 48D HOUSE
1 bd w/ own BA $600 quiet, attractive,
gated comm. 3mi from UCF. incls
cable, his internet, util, kitchen,
dining/living, stove/microwave, fridge,
washer/dryer, enclosed pool. deposit &
1st/mo rent req. 1YR lease, avail
immed
Call 321-947-3971
2 rooms avail. in 4/2.5 behind UCF. All
Included: Electric, Cable, Laundry, etc.
$425/month. Non smoking,
non drinking. Christian owner.
Call: 407-509-4737

1 Responsible Roommate
wanted to share FANTASTIC 4/2.5
home In Oviedo. Mins from UCF.
Lake, yard, his Internet. Private
room, bathroom and living area.
All util incl. Females Only $600/mo
Call Carlee 321-749-0507
Looking for F roommate for 4/2.5
house close to UCF. Spacious rooms,
walk-in closets, W/D, N/S, cable,
wireless intrnt, half furnished if needed.
Rent $400 + split utilities. Contact Naty
407-683-7413 or natyp84@gmail.com
Room for rent with private bath
407-384-7080

~225
•

$350/mo+1 /2utils in 2/2. Own bdrm &
bthrm. Walk dist UCF. Male or female.
Send ph no to Oscar22999@yahoo.com
2bdrm 2bth apt. Need roommate
asap. $485 per month plus half
utilites. Please call Tony at 321-2312431, or email at curfton01 @gmail.com for more information.
UCF Area - Female to share 3/2
duplex, furnished. $575 includes
utilities, internet, cable, w/q, and
fenced in pool.
Available nowfll Call (407) 489-8998
Room avail in new 3/2 condo for M/F.
Spacious, safe, pool. $400/mo all util
incl. Michael 321-662-7941
Room for rent with private bath
"'
407-482-9990

Rooni for Rent in furnished 4/Br home.
1 mile from UCF, off University.
Internet, cable, utilities included.
$500/mo. Avail. Nowl (772) 359-2797

N/S F quiet and clean Wanted - 2
BR 2.5 BA Townhouse Near UCF $600/mo.
plus half utllltles & cable
Call 954-270-8674
Room for rent Dc;>wntown
Orlando.A A 3/1 , huge ba~kyard, 15
minute
drive from UCF campus, 1O minute
bike ride to downtown
bars/restaurants. A $495/mo. for
everything (room, utilities, wireless
internet, HD cable, aw~some location).
Jl. Call Chris· Jl. 407 592 /J31 a

Large room with priv. bath & extra
storage $475/mo 10X8 $375. 11x11
$425. $200 sec.dep. All utils incl. Furn.
Call Steve 407-267-4982
ROOM and BATH! .
Share Kit. LR W/D in 2/2 Condo
Gym, Pool, UCF Student
$500/mo TopC9@hotlT\ail.com
(561)-797-7171
1 Bedroom in House for Rent. Fully
furnished! $450/mo, includes utilities,
internet, cable, minifridge. Off Dean.Rd.
(407) 860-1209 RCCosme@gmail.com
Two roommates needed to.share 4/2.5
house w/2 females - move in asap
$500/mo all inclusive through May '08
see www.wlakeshome.com and
call Holly@ 321-287-8471
TWO rooms avaitable, 3 miles from
UC F. All utilities and maid service
included! $450/mo and $495/mo.
Contact: Steve 305-281-3104
or e-mail scasios76@aol.com
Room for Rent! Hunter's Reserve.
$600/mo, available immediatley.
Existing male tenant. 407-383-9525 .
Leave message.
Roommate to Share a 2/2.5 Townhouse
1/4 mi. from UCF & Research Park
W/D, Water, Elec. & Cable included,.
$550/Month Call 407 -31 0-6583
Seeking two n/s roommates (m/1) in a
gated community close to the UCF
campus. Spacious 3/2.5 townhome in
Avalon Lakes. $600/month everything
included. Call Mike @ (954) 234-3953
1 ROOMMATE WANTED a?? Fall out
of bed into class. Share great home,
one min. from UCF.AII incl. $499. Call
Jason, UCF grad 239-633-4216

' $450 I 1 br - ASSUME LEASE UCF
or VALENCIA Students.2635 College
Knight Ct. At Alafaya.1 8/8 shared
2/2 male apt. Fuwished, W/D,
DW, util./Cable. Gym & pool. Jan. 08
- Jul 08. Orig.rent $565.00; yours @
$450/month w/Bonus Incentive of
$115.0Q/mo thru JUL 08. Lump sum
per # mos. assumed . .Possible $800.
Jer 607-229-4384
· or 321-474-3692.
FREE RENT FOR 1ST MONTH!
Room at University House. 4/4 Free
shuttle, $475 Incl. all util.
John 772-643-2627
One room available for rent In
Northgate Lakes. Very close to
campus. Available ASAP.
Call Dorian @ 561-271-5953
FREE MOVE IN-FEES! SIX MONTH
SUBLEASE! Paid through Feb 17.
1/1 In a 4/4 at Pegasus Landing
$525/month all utll Incl. Free shuttle
to UCF. 561-439-9345 or
407-362-2004
JAN AND FEB FREEi

1/1 avail. in 3/3 in Pegasus Landing!
$545/mo. 904-327-0375 or
704 576-1168

F student to assume $535/mo (lg
Room for Rent in Avalon Park with
Private Bathroom! $400 all Inc. Call
Lauren at 561-789-3625

1 brrn/1 bth) in 4brrn/4bth apt, on .
Alafaya. Utilities Included, shuttle
to campus, pool view, computer
room, weight room, movie room
(321 )-759-4262

•

5 minutes to UCF
5 2/2 Condos avail. on all floors.
Appl,W/D, water & cable incl. Scrnd porch.
Low condo fees. Own pay. assist. for
1st time buyers. Starting at $119,900
Realty USA Inc. 407-721-8874
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Hitachi Univision HDTV SO"
Projection Screen. Perfect'
condition. Must see! Free delivery.
$500/obo. Call 407-709-5098.
Turntable- Bang and Olufsen
Beogram RX 2 PLUS Panasonic
components
$50/obo 407-673-2423

UNPLANNED PREGNANCY?
ADOPTION is a loving choice.
A warm, caring, loving, financially
secure, happily married couple is
looking to adopt a baby. Lots of love
and a secure future is promised.
Expenses paid.. Call Karen or Stan at
Brenner Law Offices bar#260101

1-800-362-9660
Top Grade Tutoring. Tutors available in
ALL Math, Science, & English courses.
Contact 407-427-0067.
www.topgradetutoring.com

USED BOOKSTORE
Fiction & non-fiction; sci-ti, mystery,
new age, comics, textbooks & more.
Cash for your textbooks, credit for
your books. VEDA'S BOOKS, 9442
E Colonial between Econ Trail & 417
vedasbooks.com 407-380-5400
Mention this ad for 10% off!

Automatic rebates every
time you or
your friends buy
something. FREE sign up. Many
make $300 to $800 extra per month,
some
over $1 ,200 http://www.CashEars.com

* #1 Spring Break Website! 4 & 7 night

trips to BahamaPartyCruise,
PanamaCity, Acapulco, Cancun and
more. Low prices guaranteed. Group
discounts for 8+. Book 20 people, get 3
free trips! Campus reps needed.
- www.StudentCity.com or 800-293-1445.

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

Monday puzzle:
Easy level
Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level

8

2

Friday puzzle:
Hard level

Solution, tips and computer program at www:sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Fight to breathe
5 Crime group
10 "Lohengrin" lady
14 Thickening
agent
15 Large antelope
16 Placed
17 Outdoor gala
18 Roadside
furrow
19 Texas city's
epithet
20 Sun spots?
22 Time periods
24 Impetuous ardor
25 Work gang
26 Mine-laying
soldier
29 Sets sail
33 Packing case
34 Sty denizens
35 Bat wood
36 Sorry 'bout that!
37 Yet to be paid
38 French cheese
39 Ms. Thurman
40 Architect Jones
41 Time between
12and20
42 Impetuosity
44 Deepen a
harbor
45 Exploits ·
46 Unit of bread
47 Head cheese
50 Romantically
naive

@

2008 Tribune. Medla Servlcea, Inc.

Alllfght$1 reae.rved..

8
9
10
11
12
13
21

54 In a frenzy
23
55 Popeye's
honey
25
57 Bird of peace
58 Dorn~te
59 Orange variety . 26
60 4-strlng guitars
61 Matinee idol
27
62 Fencers' foils
28
29
63 Fringe benefit
30
DOWN
31
1 Hook with a
32
handle
2 Maturing agent
34
3 Fill past ·full
37
4 Tenets
5 Bitter fruit
6 Green-card
38
holder
7 Singer Domino 40

Business abbr.
Sticking
Nudges
Secular
Audible breath
States further
''Twi ttering
Machine" artist
Le Pew of
cartoons
Coarse, twilled
cotton fabric
Search
thoroughly
Smell
Family men
Pulls from a jug
Propelled a
rowboat
Employing
•we hold
truths ..." --:Holey cheese
In matched
pairings
Packed on
muscle
Part of a foot

E
S
T
E
S
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Last issue solved
41 Busboy's carrier
43 Computer
invader
44 Wooden pegs
46 Riverside ridge
47 Crones
48 Leave off

49 PBS series
50 Gainer or swan,
e.g.
51 Oxen holder
52 In anyway
53 Office piece
56 Track circuit

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds
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ROOM FOR RENT! with private bath
and entry. Furnished, pool,
$110/week + $50 util. Located in
East Winter Park, 4 miles from ucF:
407-230-3146
.

•
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·is almost herel
Look for it in the January 28th edition of the:

(!Central ~loriba ~uture
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The Style of Your 'Life .
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APPLY TODAY!

Earn Dillard's Reward Points
Make Shopping More Rewarding
Every Time You Shop
I

$20

Receive

In Reward Certificates When You Open An Account'

fJ

I

tSubject to credtt approval. CertifiG.rtes for openilll! a DIiiard's credtt card
account will arrive with the Dillard's Card and expire 60 days from issuance.
See credit application for Rewards program terms.
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